Reply Regarding "Global Connection" Piece for Sandra

By Anna Von Reitz

We are in the process of birthing a "new world"---- but it isn't a world built of fantasies and lies about aliens from outer space any more than it is a fantasy built of lies about bloodline superiority and legal fiction entities.

These people touting "Galactic" salvation don't particularly like me, because I don't fall in line and sing hymns to their fantasies and excuses any more than I follow along as a good little True Believer of the corporate matrix. I do not intend to trade one "box" for another, thanks, and it is ironic that those offering such an option as the "Neu Republique" are the ones accusing me of trying to herd people back into a box based on the past.

I do not propose belief in things that either never existed or that no longer do--- including "the past". I oppose idolatry in all its forms. I don't encourage people to put their hope and trust in aliens, in foreign governments, in gold, in corporations, in "the past" or "the future", in "global resets" or anything of the sort. I encourage people to do their own research and use their own horse sense to take action in their own behalf. Period.

Sitting around on your rump waiting for "the global reset" or "NESARA" to save you makes considerably less sense in my opinion than sitting around waiting for the Second Coming of Christ.

I would view most of the fantasy being offered at this and other websites as harmless except that it serves to keep people immobilized, waiting for something or someone beyond themselves to take action and to save them or lead them or tell them "the Truth"----- when in fact, the Truth is something that you have to search for diligently and discover for yourself, and nobody can save you but yourself.

The rest of what I see here is being fed into the newstream by the "Neu Republique"---- another effort by the French Government --- read that, Nathan and Jacob Rothschild --- to get us Stupid Americans to let them claim that their newest corporation is the lawful "Successor to Contract" of their IMF-sponsored nightmare known as the UNITED STATES.
If we buy into that transparently self-serving and predatory bargain, we will deserve what we get.

My advice is the same as Will Rodgers'----- learn to tell the difference between cow patties and shoe polish and don't take any wooden nickels. There are plenty of well-intentioned people out there running around saying that the sky is falling and even more good people running around saying that Nirvana is on the way here to planet Earth, all without us making any significant effort on our own part, of course.

Somehow, somewhere, around age six, I came to terms with reality and I sincerely recommend that everyone else embrace it along with the Magnum Mysterium in which we live. Our experience is no doubt affected by our energy and our beliefs and our outlook on life, but we do not exist as separate worlds disconnected from each other and the composite reality that results as the sum total of all our actions, all our beliefs, all our desires--- does affect us all.

If half the people are living in want and terror, expecting Armageddon to happen next week, and half the people are sitting on their rumps chanting "Ummmm!" and eating Twinkies and dreaming of unearned wealth cascading from the skies above----- what do you expect to happen? Exactly what IS happening.

Two hundred and forty years ago, some Americans had a dream that all men are created equal, that all people have natural and unalienable rights, and that government should serve the people instead of people existing to serve the government. These radical ideas are as valid now as they were then----- and just as cutting edge, just as challenging, and just as out of the box.

If the means to achieve the ends are faulty, so what? Change the means. If the corporate government system got corrupted, fell apart, became predatory---- face up. Admit it. Go back to work. Change it, and while you are at it, change yourselves. Change your attitude toward government and toward your own responsibility to govern your own life and your own nation.

Don't sit around telling me stories about ghosts or aliens or Chinese Elders or rewriting the history of NESARA or trying to pass off another French Central Bank corporation as my lawful government. Thank you, very much, and that's what I have to say to the anonymous irresponsible "Galactic Connection".
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